DIRECTIONS FOR USE
READ ENTIRE LABEL — USE IN ACCORDANCE WITH LABEL INSTRUCTIONS

PRECAUTIONS AND NOTICES:
- Most crop rows and pot plants. Avoid contact with eyes, skin, clothing, and other chemical-resistant gloves are recommended, particularly when handling concentrate. Apply to wash the sides of the gloves before removing. 
- Do not use, pour, or spill over near fish or open water;
- Do not use or sell products to persons under 18 years of age.
- Product is highly concentrated. Keep out of reach of children.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION
Safe and Effective When Used and Stored as Directed
National Organic Program Certified

Research-Based Botanical Insecticide

Net Contents: 44 fl oz

Rockwell Labs Ltd
www.rockwellabs.com

Actives Ingredients:
- Thyme Oil: 70.0%
- 2-Propenyl Propionate: 14.0%
- Rosemary Oil: 4.0%
- Other Ingredients:
- Polyethylene Oxide, Propyl Alcohol, Water/Propylene Glycol: 50.0%
- Total: 100.0%

PFRK 250 exempt product

Product is not recommended as a soil protectant against termites and is not approved as a precautionary treatment for subterranean termites.

TREE, SHRUB, AND VEGETATION INSECTICIDES IN BULB AND ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
- Agadielis, Aphis and their eggs, Armypower, Armypower, Bemisia, Billbugs, Bidens, Cegasteris, Convolvulus, Grasshoppers, Grindos, Japanese beetles, Liza Bugs, Madagascar Hoppers, Milkweed, Mites, Scale insects, Solanum, and other viruses, fungi,

USE SITES: In and around structures, including but not limited to: residential, multifamily, commercial, industrial, municipal, institutional, and agricultural areas: ornamental and hiking trails, birdhouses, trees, bushes, shrubs, lamp posts, ornamental trees, and outdoor furnishings.

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS AND EQUIPMENT:
- Shake well before using. Ecolona EC should be mixed with water or oil and applied with a hand-held, pressurized hand spray, backpack sprayer or mist blower. Power sprayers, mechanical aerosol or floating equipment, equipment, LV Hoppers, automated systems or other conventional equipment.

Clean spray equipment before use. Add approximately 1 part of the liquid amount of water or oil to the tank and then add the appropriate amount of product, agitate and add the remaining water or oil. Apply the solution until surfaces are wet, but not at the point of run-off. Product requires only light agitation in spray systems after consistency has been diluted. When diluting with water, prepare the solution in a mist or spray. Do not spray spray solution overnight. After application, rinse the tank with clean water, rinse the tank with clean water, rinse the tank with clean water, rinse the tank with clean water, rinse the tank with clean water.

FLYING AND STINGING INSECT CONTROL:
- Apply Diptek at the rate of up to 1 to 2 fluid ounces per gallon of water (more for maintenance service and higher rates for active insecticide) and apply to a spot treatment in areas where insects enroll, mate, or enter the structure such as window screens, doors, light fixtures, and other structures that attract flying insects. Apply spray to nests of stinging insects in the early morning or late evening when the highest number of insects will be at the nest. (Use higher rates for stinging insects.)

TICKS AND FLEAS: Diptek product at the rate of up to 1 to 2 fluid ounces per gallon of water and apply until area is damp. Treat infested areas such as pet beds and nesting areas, carpeted floors, cracks, voids, crevices, and other areas nearby the infested area. Do not spray this product directly on pets. Thoroughly clean, clean, or replace all bedding after infestation is eliminated. Pets in infested spawners should be treated with an appropriately labeled over-the-counter treatment.

BED BUGS: Diptek product at the rate of up to 1 to 2 fluid ounces per gallon. Remove bedding and take the bed apart. Treat the interior framework, joints and crevices in the bed frame. Treat the mattress and box spring, paying particular attention to tufts, folds, and edges, and the interior framework of the box spring. Rinse well-watered household beds and treat the back side. Treat picture frames, window, and other upholstered areas. Do not apply to walls, floors, or any surface that may be exposed to the insecticides, particularly when handling concentrate. Apply spray to nests of stinging insects in the early morning or late evening when the highest number of insects will be at the nest. (Use higher rates for stinging insects.)
PERIMETER TREATMENTS AND RECREATIONAL AREAS: Dilute product at the rate of 1 to 2 fluid ounces per gallon or 1 to 2 fluid ounces in sufficient water to create 1,000 sq ft (see lower rate for maintenance service and higher rates for active infestations) and apply until area is thoroughly wet. Exceeding rates may result in phytotoxicity of treated plants.

HOUND DRENCH METHOD - FOR CONTROL OF FIRE ANTS AND OTHER HOUNDING ANTS: Dilute 1 to 2 fluid ounces of product per gallon. Apply to the hound directly or to each mound as it is used. In addition, apply product to a 4-foot diameter circle around the mound to control foraging workers and newly nuded queens. Use the highest volume for mound larger than 12 inches for best results. Apply early morning or during late evening hours.

MOSQUITO CONTROL AND OTHER BITING INSECTS - AUTOMATIC SPRAYING SYSTEMS: To control house flies, barn flies, stable flies, horse flies, mosquitoes and ants, dilute product concentrate immediately before use to 0.25 to 1.5 parts per million (Use lower dilution rates for preventative and maintenance applications). Agitate while adding water and maintain high agitation while stirring in air. In automatic spraying or spraying systems used for maintenance and by control solutions of product may be stored for up to one month as long as the system has adequate agitation. To dispense diluted concentrate through domestic automatic spraying system, adjust spray heads to deliver 0.1 gals of liquid per minute at a maximum of 2200 cubic feet per minute. Automatic spraying systems must be programmed to release product where food or feed is not exposed directly.

STINGING INSECTS: Dilute product at the rate of 2 to 4 fluid ounces per gallon or 2 to 4 fluid ounces in sufficient water to treat 100 sq ft. Lower rates for maintenance service and higher rates for active infestations and apply until area is thoroughly wet. Exceeding rates may result in phytotoxicity of treated plants. A small-scale test is recommended to avoid harm to environmental flora. Where phytotoxicity exists has been carried out on ornamental plants under various environmental conditions, and no phytotoxicity has been observed. Certain cultivars may be sensitive to the feed solution.

USING ON LAWNS, TURF, GRASS, AND GRASS: Dilute product at the rate of 1 to 2 fluid ounces per gallon or 1 to 2 fluid ounces in sufficient water to treat 1000 sq ft (see lower rate for maintenance service and higher rates for active infestations) and apply until area is thoroughly wet. Exceeding rates may result in phytotoxicity of treated plants.

USING ON ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS: Dilute product at the rate of 1 to 2 fluid ounces per gallon or 1 to 2 fluid ounces in sufficient water to treat 1000 sq ft (see lower rate for maintenance service and higher rates for active infestations) and apply until area is thoroughly wet. Exceeding rates may result in phytotoxicity of treated plants.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL: Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal. DISPOSE OF WASTE MATERIALS: Do not apply waste material to landscape or any other use to which it would not normally be applied to landscape or any other use to which it would not normally be applied. STORAGE: Store in original container in an area inaccessible to children and pets. Avoid exposure to extreme temperatures.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Triple rinse and place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partially filled: Call your local solid waste agency at 1-800-CLEANUP which is managed as a public-private partnership.

CONDITIONS OF WARRANTY AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY

IMPORTANT: READ BEFORE USE Read the entire Directions for Use. Consults of Warranties and Limitations of Liability before using this product. Erasers are not acceptable, return the unopened product container to the seller.

By using this product, the end user agrees to the Conditions of Warranties and Limitations of Liability CONDITIONS. The directions for use of this product are believed to be adequate and must be followed closely. However, it is impossible to eliminate all risks associated with the use of this product. Inefficiencies or other unintended consequences may result because of such factors as weather conditions, presence of other insects, or the manner of use or application. All of which are beyond the control of Manufacturer. All such risks shall be the entire and sole responsibility of the use or buyer and CELEBRITY WARRANTIES. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer makes no other warranties, express or implied, of merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose or otherwise, that exceed the limitations contained herein or to otherwise modify the warranties contained herein. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. In the event consistent with applicable law, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any injury caused by the use or handling of this product.